1. Concern with sun on metal slides (City response: Consider sun orientation)
2. Stationery area of play for small kids
3. Not preference for gardening unless in controlled space
4. Like pole spinner
5. Like bowl spinner
6. High slides, swings, upper body activity
7. Unsure about net spinner because of redundancy
8. Graduated play of events for kids of all ages & intergenerational spaces (family use)
9. More benches
10. Tube metal slides
11. Like log forms for play structure (as shown in photo)
12. Add monkey bar/pull-up bars

Comments on Concept 1
A. Like individual swings
B. Add more swings
C. Garden is not a good idea
D. Like net spinner
E. Add disc swing
F. Add car, imaginary-play event
G. Like mounds, but place to the sides
H. Like to add zip line & bridge
I. Locate toddler area closer to group seating areas

Comments on Concept 2
J. Like disc swing
K. Use material that does not heat up (i.e., metal)
L. Like bamboo slats since they provide shade (although some concern with it acting as a shelter)
M. Like net/slide structure
N. Like omni spinner
O. Like natural “feel”
P. (no?) stepping stones